North East Printing Machinery, Inc.
146 Batchelder Rd.
03874 Seabrook, NH
Phone: 16034747455
Email: rosek@NEPMinc.com

Reference

Machine Description

Colours/Units/Stations

Reference

Machine Description

Units

Price

NE006481S

2016 Hewlett Packard Latex 360 64" roll fed printer
for signage and banners used outside and uses HP Latex inks. p/n B4H70A p/n L4R41A This
machine has been professional dismantled by an HP technician. Installation is available.

12.500 USD

NE006553S

2014 Fuji Acuity Advance Select HS 30 flatbed UV printer
prints on media size max. 49.6"x98.8" w/ white option This machine has been de-installed by Fuji
M/N HYB400

65.000 USD

NE006463S

2014 Fuji Acuity Advance Select HS 30 flatbed UV printer
prints on media size max. 49.6"x98.8" w/ white option This machine has been de-installed by Fuji
M/N HYB400

65.000 USD

NE00551

0 Canon Imageprograf iPF8000S wide format printer

NE00818

1999 KBA RA105-8PWHA 8/c 40” offset press (720 x 1050 mm)
Semi auto plate change, Eltosch IR and HAK, Baldwin blanket wash system, Baldwin central
fountain tank, Rietschle air center, Tri Services ink cooling and only 88,256,195 million
impressions. Paper only press that is in good condition.

8

175.000 USD

NE00530

1999 Akiyama JPrint 5P 540 offset press (720 x 1020 mm)
prints 5/5 non perfecting, blanket to blanket style, semi auto plate, Baldwin Impact blanket wash,
remote register and inking console, 62 million impressions.

5

175.000 USD

NE00803

1984 Heidelberg SM102FP 5/C 40" Speedmaster w/2 perfectors (1/5, 2/3) (720 x 1020 mm)
Grafix spray, IR dryer, CPC1-02 console, Alcolor dampening, Super Blue transfers, 380V power

5

35.000 USD

NE006733S

0 A.B Dick 360 w/ T51 T-Head (470 x 297 mm)

1

On request

NE006743S

0 A.B Dick 360 single color duplicator (470 x 297 mm)

1

On request

NE00791

1997 Heidelberg Speedmaster SM52-6P3 6/C 14" x 20" offset perfecting press (370 x 520
mm)
sapc, CPC1-04 console, IVT IR dryer, 59,589,013 impressions

6

75.000 USD

4197-2

2013 Epic CT 660 fully automated off-line coating system
Fully automated off-line coating system Equipped with: coats UV w/ quick changeover, 4000 iph,
Protects and enhances print Sheet sizes from 8" x 11" to 20" x 26" Handles 80 lb. text to 20 pt.
board and coated stock Applies UV Spot or flood coating Supports matte, satin and gloss finishes
as well as specialty coatings such as pearl or metallic Spot coats using flexographic plate
Coated sheets emerge fully dry and ready for finishing Handles packaging applications, including
knock-outs for glue tabs Quick set-ups, no roller adjustments Lateral and circumferential register
control, gripper transfers ensure tight registration.

NE00793

2000 Hanky CD-6000VE 5/c UV screen printer for imaging on CD/DVD’s
Instruction manual included

On request

NE007611S

0 George Knight Co. dual station heat transfer press, 32" x 24"

On request

350 USD

37.500 USD

4401

0 TEC lighting T51P 24" wide UV coating system w/ vacuum & delivery receding stacker
20,466 hrs on lamp . Feeder unit may need some work.

3.750 USD

NE00825

2004 2004 Goss Sunday 2000 web offset press (620 x mm)
5 unit 22.75 x 38 with Goss Contiweb FD-16-102R dual splicer for 50" max. dia. rolls, (5) Sunday
gapless print units with Duotrol dampening and auto plate loading, ink levelers, ink cooling, plate
cocking and continuous dampening. Goss 12 meter gas oven with chill stand, WWG in line UV
coater, Goss PCF1.1 pinless combo folder, GMI PrintQuick remote console with remote inking,
CIP presets, close loop color & scanner. Downstream finishing to include: VITS QRO sheeter,
Rima RS 820 in line 4 knife trimming, Rima RS 3417A counter stacker, STI vertical stacker with
Strapack banding.

NE00794

0 Didde 5/c 860 web offset press
w/ 22" repeat, roll to sheet, completely reconditioned and in excellent shape.

3866-1

0 Web Press Corp. dual web guide stand
2 stacked 36" wide web infeeds Equipped with: Baldwin control boxes.

On request

NE00833

0 Polar 76EM 30" paper cutter (760 x mm)
w/ 4 blades and tool kit

5.500 USD

4429

0 Stahl TF66 26" x 40" folder, 6/4/4 (660 x mm)
continuous fed w/ zero make ready plates in main section, Segmented top rollers in main and 8
page. 16pg attachment, SAK delivery, PCS 100 batch counter .

9.500 USD

NE00708

0 Stahl Ti55 22" 4/4 continous fed folder (520 x 840 mm)
4/4 plate configuration, electronic gatefold, Heidelberg ACC2.4 control/encoder box, SAK delivery

10.000 USD

NE0122

0 Watkiss Slim Vac Vario 16 station vertical vacuum collator / bookletmaker (365 x 520 mm)
16 station vertical vacuum collating tower w/ stitch fold and trim w/ XJG jogger for straight collating
and hand merger station. Operators manual included. Compact design and quick set up makes
this an excellent choice for short run offset and digital operations looking to produce good looking
short to medium rum stitched booklets.

On request

NE00751

0 Horizon MC-80A/M 16 bin collator/bookletmaker (0 x mm)
(2) 8 bin MC-80A/M towers Vacuum fed SPF11 stitch/folder FC11 face trimmer manuals included
Runs good, lots of recent upgrades performed by Horizon dealer.

9.500 USD

NE0111

2011 Videojet BX6600 Binary Array inkjet printer
Includes: 2 heads, printer stand, Videojet 7000 base & Crescendo controller

On request

NE006491S

2009 Horizon AFC 744KT automatic 29" x 51"folder
w/ continuous feeder, 4 buckle plate in main section and two knives in right angles. Roll up
mobile delivery that can deliver in either direction. Touchscreen control automatically sets all fold
functions by servo motors as well as can store previously inputted specs for repeat jobs. Perf and
score shafts, auto registration mark control. Comes with Rietschle Dru Vac pump. Very Compact
design. Note: This is a demo model folder that has never been installed in a commercial shop
and is like new. Only 5 total running hours on this folder! Optional TST 37 pressing / stacker
delivery with banding section available for $ 11,500. New and in original packaging.

45.000 USD

NE007471S

2008 Renz AP 360 V4 automatic set up hole puncher w/3:1 die
continuous feeder, easy set up, mobile on casters

21.000 USD

NE006501S

2007 Horizon AFC 744KT automatic 29"x51" folder
w/ continuous feeder, 4 buckle plate in main section and two knives in right angles. Roll up
mobile delivery that can deliver in either direction. Touchscreen control automatically sets all fold
functions by servo motors as well as can store previously inputted specs for repeat jobs. Perf and
score shafts, auto registration mark control. Comes with Rietschle Dru Vac pump. Very Compact
design. Note: This is a demo model folder that has never been installed in a commercial shop
and is like new. Only about 50 total running hours on this machine! Optional TST 37 pressing /
stacker delivery with banding section available for $11,500. New and in original packaging.

42.500 USD

4315-2

2007 Scott 10000 tab cutting and mylar applicating machine
tab cutting and Mylar applicating machine

On request

NE00722

2005 Horizon ST60 dual tray delivery stacker

9.500 USD

995.000 USD

12.500 USD

4310-2

2005 Pack-Smart MVC140-44 vacuum belt mail table
vacuum belt mail table Equipped with: 44" wide belt, 12' long, mobile; on casters, power lifting
legs to easily secure to floor, digital PLC controller, 220V power, has remote inching and run
controls. Note: can be easily used for Plow folding, gluing, tipping, labeling, etc...very versatile.
Can be equipped with rotary pick n' place feeder, small card feeder or tray feeder, call for quotes
on these accessories.

17.500 USD

NE00783

2002 Muller Presto 8 pocket saddlestitcher plus cover feeder
Videos of this machine running are attached!

27.500 USD

4423

2002 Rollem TR 30" perf + score unit w/ pile feeder
TR Die-Score Specifications Minimum Sheet Size: TR30 4"x5" Maximum Sheet Size: TR30 29x30"
Floor Space: TR30 48"x10' Feeding Systems: Top Air Feed Stock: 16 lb Carbonless to 28 pt.
board Speeds: Up to 15,000 sheets per hour Electrical requirements: 220 V3 phase Gross
Weight: TR30 980 lbs. Optional right angle section is available.

On request

NE006703S

2002 Stahl MWS-D78 perf/score unit
continuous feeder, feeds 30" max width sheets into MWS triple shaft perf scoring unit.

On request

NE006861S

1999 Robatech Concept 4/2 1K42 2-head glue system, hot melt tank
unit is mounted to cart and includes encoder.

5.250 USD

NE00787

1999 Seal Image 62 Plus 2 side laminator

4.500 USD

NE006991S

1998 Rollem TR30 30" perf + score w/pile feeder
Includes operator's manuals, scoring wheels, etc.

6.500 USD

NE00597

1998 Stahl ST90 saddlestitcher
w/ 6 pockets plus cover feeder, equipped with (4) Hohner 48/5 S stitch heads, 2 sets of trimmer
knives, hand feed station, (2) Rietchle pumps. Very low use, in plant machine with 4910 total
production run time hours. Best offer.

On request

NE00828

1997 Muller Minuteman 1509 saddlestitching line
w/ (4) 1533 gathering pockets, 1528 cover feeder, 1522 three knife trimmer, 1511 belt delivery and
(2) Rietschle vacuum pumps.

9.500 USD

NE00748

1994 Steinemann Colibri 102 UV coater
Max sheet size 1020mm x 1420mm Mirus stacker Mabeg feeder (4) UV lamps Upgraded PLC
controller Air cool down section Vacuum register board Spare Parts includes resurfaced cylinder,
new UV bulbs, etc.

17.500 USD

NE0124

0 Baum 20"x26" pile fed folder
pile fed folder w/ 8 page section

On request

NE00704

0 Challenge 265 26.5" hydraulic paper cutter

1.500 USD

NE00786

0 Challenge Champion 30.5" paper cutter
w/ digital backguage

2.500 USD

4337-3

0 Dayton Conveyor small conveyor w/ Dayton controller 110 volts
small conveyor w/ Dayton controller 110 volts

4410

0 GBC C110 manual combination punch + binder
for GBC binding

On request

4409

0 GBC C210E electric punch and binder

On request

4391

0 GBC PB 2600 electric closer
electric closer, plastic comb binder

4406

0 GBC TL2900 electric closer

175 USD

100 USD

On request

4400

0 Graphic Whizard CMplus-TS autofed, servo driven perf/score
The CreaseMaster Plus+ is ideal for the mid to high volume users ensuring a professional finish
for every job. This pneumatic model is available in two production speeds; 3600 sph or 4600 sph
and both offer multiple creases per sheet, job memory as well as options such as Strike perf and
Impact perf . The system incorporates a user-friendly touch screen allowing for easy set up and
programming, as well jobs can be stored and quickly retrieved for future use. Follow this link for
more information & video from the manufacturer's site:
http://www.graphicwhizard.com/products/creasingimpact-scoring-systems/creasemaster-plus/

On request

4399-1S

0 Graphic Whizard CMplus-TS autofed, servo driven perf/score
needs work, call for details

NE006251S

0 Halm JPTWOD-6D 2/c offset envelope printing press
w/ upper and lower feeders

On request

NE006093-S

0 Heidelberg KSB cylinder press
38x52 cm, 15"x201/2 1 extra chase

On request

4408

0 IBICO EPK-21 electric punch and manual GBC closer

On request

4331-3

0 MBO B20 20"x26" pile fed folder with 8 page
Equipped with: all 3 top rollers on main are segmented glue rollers, 4/4 plate configuration, no
delivery included, MCC3 batch counter.

7.500 USD

NE007583S

0 Moll Md. 155-10327CE envelope tape seal
Tape applicating unit w/one head. Used for tear strip applications.

On request

NE007723S

0 Moll Dial Perf and Score unit

2.250 USD

NE007693S

0 Moll Dial-A-Feed table w/ Dayton controller

On request

NE007713S

0 Moll Dial-A-Feed

On request

NE007733S

0 Moll Dial-A-Stack delivery

On request

NE007743S

0 Moll Dial-A-Stack delivery

On request

2568-1

0 Moll Dial-A-Stack mobile stand alone belt
Dial a Stack Note: Mobile stand alone belt delivery for all types of finishing equipment.

2.000 USD

4325-3

0 Moll Final Fold final fold unit
Final Fold unit

1.000 USD

NE007641S

0 Moll Sprint-Box pocket folding machne

On request

3523-6

0 Nordson 3500 mobile hot melt glue system
Mobile Hot Melt Glue System Equipped with: on mobile cart, presently equipped with hand gun
applicator.

2.000 USD

PERF

0 Performance design HD-8000 manual closer

75 USD

4397

0 Performance Design HD-8000 manual closer

On request

900 USD

3973-3

0 Polar 137 series retractible side guage for rear loading
retractable side gauge Note: Factory option for Polar 137 series paper cutters, allows for rear
loading/unloading of paper from the rear table area as well as out the front of machine.

On request

NE00832

0 Polar 92 SD 36" paper cutter
w/ digital power backguage

3.500 USD

4386

0 Powis Fast Back 20 book binder
Useful link for more info: https://www.mybinding.com/fastback-20-tape-binding-machine-bypowis-parker.html

NE00719

0 Professional Binding Systems PBS 6000 single clamp EVA perfect binder
mobile unit on casters, Features: Push button operation, milling/notching with internal vacuum,
soft cover books, hard cover books (perfect bound or floating spine) 200 cycles per hour.

1.950 USD

NE006891S

0 Rena Envelope Imager 1.5 Plus table top envelope addressing machine

1.750 USD

NE00512

0 Renz Combo Punch & Closer, manual

4151-1

0 Research Speed-Dri 4561 IR inkjet drying system
IR inkjet drying system Equipped with: mobile unit on cart, comes with two portable IR drying
heads.

3.500 USD

NE006881S

0 Rhin-O-Tuff CB 3000 coil binding system
combination electric punch + coil binder

1.250 USD

4405

0 Rhino Tuff HD-7700 ultima power punch
no die included

On request

NE00500

0 Rhino Tuff HD8000 closer

NE006851S

0 Rosback Autostitcher 2-head auto stitch

NE00539

0 Salco Radid 106 E bench model stapler

4424

0 Sickinger MHP 21 2:1 punch

2.000 USD

4303-2

0 Stahl 1426A-RS delivery conveyor for folder
delivery conveyor for folder Note: Fits most Stahl folder lines, delivers up t0 26" wide product.

1.250 USD

4312-2

0 Stahl 1426A-RS delivery conveyor
delivery conveyor Note: roll up delivery conveyor to be used with most Stahl fold lines, delivers up
to 26" wide products.

1.250 USD

4311

0 Stahl 1426B 26" continuous fed folder
4 plate main section with zero makeready plates. Includes 1426 roll up delivery.

4.500 USD

4307

0 Stahl 1426B-4
8 page attachment

On request

4306

0 Stahl 1426-C continuous fed folder
without delivery

On request

4209-6

0 Stahl 3TD56/2T 2 plate 16 page attachment
2 plate 16pg attachment Note; as of 2/15/18 this unit has been reconditioned with newly

5.500 USD

950 USD

350 USD

250 USD

On request

50 USD

recovered rollers, bearings and springs. Cleaned and checked.
4250-2

0 Stahl B30 30" (6) plate continuous feed folder w/ 8 pg. attachment - reconditioned
Reconditioned Stahl B30 (TD78) 6 plate folding line: 30" 6 plate folder w/8 page section.
Equipped with: - SAK delivery - 6/4 plate configuration - German made machine - Analog plate dial
settings - Pre score perf/slit/score shaft Above included in quoted price Options ; reconditioned 16
page attachment $ 12,500 reconditioned 32 page attachment $ 9500 reconditioned Stahl VSA 86
vertical pressing stacker $ 11,500 Note: Can be sold as parallel unit only or we can offer a
package that brings it down to the 32 page as well as optional SAK/SBP or VSA deliveries. Call for
custom quote on configuration you want. Rollers recovered in all sections. Bearings & springs
replaced. Cleaned & checked.

25.000 USD

4308

0 Stahl S1426B-4
8 page attachment

On request

4309

0 Stahl S1426B-4
8 page fold section w/ segmented glue rollers

On request

4339-3

0 Stahl SBE66 delivery stacker for folders
delivery stacker for folders Equipped with: adjustable height

1.500 USD

3636-1

0 Stahl SRT.66.D-F-L cross carriage
Cross carriage Equipped with: 26" wide carriage, DCT-Digital Control Technology, independently
driven, adjustable height 20-205mm, mobile. Note: can be used as bump turn on most Stahl
folding lines as well as we have convertor box that will enable this to run free standing.

3.750 USD

NE00830

0 Stahl TB78/4-B30 30" wide continuous fed paper folder
4/4/4 w/ SAK78 delivery condition is very good, clean and well maintained rollers are in very good
condition

7.500 USD

4228-1

0 Stahl TF56 16 page attachment
16 page attachment equipped with: zero make-ready plates

2.250 USD

4201-6

0 Stahl TF66 26"
26"x40" continuous feeder folder w/8 & 16 page sections

4.500 USD

NE006791S

0 Horizon AFC-746D + RFU-74 continous feeder assembly, for folder
Brand new, still in original packaging, Horizon continous feeder, 74cm or 29" wide size. This is
the feeder that would go on any 74 size Horizon folder and can be engineered to adapt as well to
other applications as well such as kitting or direct mail operations.

On request

NE00535

0 Standard DC 1050 die cutter
29"x41" die cutter/embosser w/feed/cut/delivery stations (no strip). True 40" sheet, continuous
feed. One owner machine, excellent machine.

NE007601S

0 Standard SRN-9X suction rotary numbering machine
2 numbering heads, no slit or score wheels

NE006761S

0 Horizon TST-37 crusher/stacker w/ plastic banding
This is a pressing roller / stacker / bander delivery typically used off the back of a folder. This unit
is completely self driven so can be used in conjunction with any Standard Horizon, MBO, Stahl or
other make folding or special application machines. Pressing unit squeezes air from folded
signatures to ensure a very tight fold, then can be batched in any amount desired. This unit has a
end sheet / board feeder that works with batch counter and inserts end sheets or board in front
and back of batch before banding. Banding is performed with a nylon strap that is sealed by
thermal pressure. Note ; this unit is brand new and still in original packing. Has all manuals
included.

11.500 USD

NE006771S

0 Horizon TST-37 crusher/stacker w/ plastic banding
This is a pressing roller / stacker / bander delivery typically used off the back of a folder. This unit
is completely self driven so can be used in conjunction with any Standard Horizon, MBO, Stahl or
other make folding or special application machines. Pressing unit squeezes air from folded
signatures to ensure a very tight fold, then can be batched in any amount desired. This unit has a
end sheet / board feeder that works with batch counter and inserts end sheets or board in front
and back of batch before banding. Banding is performed with a nylon strap that is sealed by
thermal pressure. Note ; this unit is brand new and still in original packing. Has all manuals
included.

11.500 USD

NE006781S

0 Horizon TST-37 crusher/stacker w/ plastic banding
This is a pressing roller / stacker / bander delivery typically used off the back of a folder. This unit
is completely self driven so can be used in conjunction with any Standard Horizon, MBO, Stahl or

11.500 USD

40.000 USD

950 USD

other make folding or special application machines. Pressing unit squeezes air from folded
signatures to ensure a very tight fold, then can be batched in any amount desired. This unit has a
end sheet / board feeder that works with batch counter and inserts end sheets or board in front
and back of batch before banding. Banding is performed with a nylon strap that is sealed by
thermal pressure. Note ; this unit is brand new and still in original packing. Has all manuals
included.
NE007773S

0 Sterling tipper

On request

NE0113

0 Sun Raise Inc. Super 12 (7) lane business card slitter
7 lane business card slitter

1.500 USD

NE00826

2011 Xerox iGen4 digital printer
Impression counts: Total 72,518,548 color 43,659,082 black 3,892,063 large 23,828,507 extra
large only 89,783 Software version: Freeflow Print server Version 9.0 SP-3 93.G4.74A.86 Color
Version 5.0.4 Was under Xerox maintenance until 12/1 and is no longer being used.

On request

NE007631S

2009 HP Laser Jet 9000 DN laser printer
w/ auto sorting

On request

NE007751S

0 Oki-Data NS1202 or RX4004A digital color printer with envelope feeder
w/ top load scanner M/N N33135A S/N BE99000120B0 w/ del. M/N SC36, S/N 9213, envelope
feeder M/N LF-12, S/N 11040, S/N AF88011193A0, Straight Shooter feeder.

On request

2580-1

0 Bacher 2045 center to center Heid GTO plate punch (425 x mm)
16-3/4" center to center Heid GTO Plate Punch

1.250 USD

2446-1

0 Heidelberg QM46 plate punch
Heidelberg QM 46 Plate Punch

On request

NE007661S

2010 Agfa Azura C95 plate processor

1.250 USD

NE00827

2007 Agfa Avalon LF thermal computer to plate
Agfa Azura plate processor, stacker, Merlin chiller, Agfa Apogee print drive series 3 RIP w/ dongle

7.500 USD

2476-1

0 Bacher 2045-1 plate punch for Heidelberg GTO
Plate Punch for Heidelberg GTO Equipped with: floor model, fits both 72 and 102 size presses.

1.500 USD

2244-1

0 Carlson R/S-M-1-3A 28"
28" Plate Punch for Heidelbergs Equipped with: 2 notches 16 3/4" on center, table top model.

NE006681S

0 HP Design Jet 1050C wide format printer
M/N C6074A

On request

2693-1

0 Stoesser 40"
40" and 28" Heidelberg Plate Punch

2.000 USD

2689-1

0 Stoesser Plate Punch
for 28" (half size) Heidelbergs

1.500 USD

2692-1

0 Ternes plate punch
40" or 28" Heidelberg plate punch

2.000 USD

2570-1

0 Ternes Plate Punch
plate punch for Heidelberg 28" and 40" Equipped with: fits Miehle/Roland factory pins

On request

NE007031S

2012 Esko/Kongsberg IXE10 high speed digital cutting table
max sheet size 35"x47" with a speed of 80m/min and includes optional conveyor belt system w/
extension and high speed sheet material feeder. Comes with 5 cutting heads including
VibraCut,PressCut and Static knife, a large quantity of blades and i cut Vision 7 software. NOTE :
The control station for this machine is missing, it is in good shape otherwise. we will sell as

850 USD

20.000 USD

complete system knowing buyer will have to purchase a control system ..or.. we will sell by
component ; sheet feeder, any of the 5 knife holders, belt conveyor option, i Cut vision camera,
etc.
NE00831

0 Open wire style Mezzanine
33' x 11' x 8' high, 3 sided with sliding door entrance

On request

4380

0 Microboard MX-2 disc publisher CD/DVD printer/duplicator w/(2) 15 slot flash drive
duplicators
Refer to this link for more info and specifications: http://store.microboards.com/

1.750 USD

NE0128

0 Dayton Conveyor
small conveyor w/ Dayton controller 110 volts

4105-1

0 Electrographic International conveyor
incline conveyor, 45"x19-1/2" 15-3/4" wide belt

On request

4128-1

0 Electrol 60534 belt conveyor
belt conveyor w/ variable speed, single phase, 14" product width, 110 volts, 4'x11-1/2" belt, 5'
overall length, on wheels

On request

4127-1

0 Electrol 60534 belt conveyor
variable speed, single phase, 14" product width, 110 volts, 5' overall length, on wheels

On request

4338-3

0 Haskins Conveyor
6' conveyor

NE007011S

0 StraPack S-880 plastic strapper

175 USD

750 USD

On request

